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Excellent villa with great sea views on the west coast of Ibiza
Spain »  Ibiza »  San José »  .

4
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4
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320m²
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813m²
Plot size
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OVERVIEW

Excellent villa with great sea views on the west coast of
Ibiza.

This superb property is a great opportunity for those who are looking for a completely
furnished, turn-key ready home. The villa is located between Cala Vadella and Cala
Carbo in the south-west of the Island.

It consists of a main house, a guest house, four big terraces, a tropical low-
maintenance garden with pool area, several lounge spots and an outdoor shower.

The villa was renovated three years ago with a hyper modern and stylish attention to
detail. It consists of three levels, with three exclusive bedrooms in the main house,
and sleeping space for four people in the guest house next to the pool.

The many windows and glass sliding doors provide a lot of natural light and combine
perfectly the indoor with the outdoor. High-quality blinds ensure a perfect rest until
late in the day, if needed, and from every terrace you will be able to enjoy the
breathtaking sea views.

In the basement you will find two luxurious en-suite bedrooms, a separate laundry
room and a storage room. The living area is on the main floor, with a modern kitchen
with all the features you require. The master suite is on the upper floor with its
private bathroom and a big terrace with a built-in kitchen that has a fridge and
dishwasher.

Furthermore, the property is provided with optical fiber for the best internet
connection and also a centralized alarm system.

lucasfox.com/go/ibz32102

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming pool,
Natural light, Parking, Modernist building,
Walk-in wardrobe, Views, Utility room,
Storage room, Interior, Heating, Exterior,
Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Chill out area, Built-in wardrobes, Balcony,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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